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some think that they have stole the sun

the seeds of liberation

are embedded in the soil

watered by the tears of my people

semen spilled from castrated black men

still produce beautiful flowers

still we rise

unfettered by disgrace

rise up and build new generations of leaders.

THEY 
by U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo
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Rejuvenate, dedicate,
spirituality and immortality.

With all the advice you get today
I got a few things I like to say.

Take a deep breath
Savor your health
It’s your earthly wealth.

Take control over that tongue
With godly thoughts
You can never go wrong.

With a heart full of
Love, peace, and charm
you can be that extension
of God’s arm.

Let those Moral Ethics shine
So others can see
YOU as a good example to be.

Pursue your dreams
It’s not hard as it seems
Just elevate your self-esteem.

Reconcile with a friend
Forgive them
You’ll reap the same in the end.

REJUVENATE 
by Willie Pleasants
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The world has changed for real
We have a Black President
And that is a big deal,
Cause the brother got skills.

So, walk in a rejuvenated pace
Don’t compromise your space,
Cause you get one shot in this life’s race.
Live it with Style and Grace.
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YOU (UN)INCARNATE 
by Karen Locascio

I. Life, death and rebirth are inevitable

If you never get up from my bed that night
(replace night with morning)

If you never take off your suit
(replace suit with clean sheets)

If the night never pours me drink after drink
(replace pours with undresses)

If you never slide your fingers into me
never like you’re opening a moistened envelope
(replace opening with undoing)
(replace fingers with bullets)

If I never slide from glass to molten
from molten to glass inside a lash-breadth

If we never meet 
If you never die

II. There was neither death nor immortality then

I made a connection once 
with a naked man at a party.
He had a few tattoos and a zipper
in his chest just over his heart.

We lay on a couch holding each other.  
I was naked, too.
I’d been walking around 
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clutching my breasts in half-feigned modesty.  

We talked jokingly about having sex
right in the middle of the party,
agreed to wait 

but all I could think about was how close his heart was
and how easily I could hold it, crush it.

III. The first sacrifice

I killed the first time by sewing a worm into a brain:
the brain ate it, a swelling egg that refused to hatch
that fattened and smothered everything in a fit of suicide
electric in a cool tin tub of pink water. 

I killed the first time before I understood division 
even though it bubbled in my gut, bloomed into breasts,
radiated outward into my limbs a constant shaking 
like the god who said breathe then blew dust into your lungs.

IV. Fire is born from wood but then devours its parents

I lay in my old bed 
in my old room in the old house
and he knelt at my right side no knight
a head of silver waves  defined cheekbones
not the slack dough of bloating not stormcloud tufts.

I was a hibernating princess
with a brain of honeycomb 
spinning walls of briars.  

I didn’t listen to anyone.  
I didn’t keep my hands clean 
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of needle-prick
of bone saw.

I kept my secret beneath my pillow
kept its sharp edges pristine 
I never spoke of it.

I kept it and learned how to keep. 

And for a heart a neutron star.
And for a lover a lead pencil,
blood sharp.

V. Let not his body or his skin be scattered

I fell in love once with a voice 
so I severed it from its body 
and put it in my head but it flitted out an ear.
I caught it in a jar 
but the jar tipped and shattered.
I tried to hold it in my hands
but it slid out slug-like and away
into a lake of rocks and rapids 
and water clearer than ice cubes.  
I jumped in after it
swam through the rapids 
into the calm part of the lake below 
the water so clear
I could see the whole lake at once.
I couldn’t lose it 
but it was nowhere to be seen.  
A woman stood at the edge of the lake 
and described to me the small cream-colored flowers 
that mixed with rain, burgeoned into a mushy mess 
that coated everything warm and wet 
and off-white.  It was easy to clean up 
but when it’s falling, in its blinding state, 
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people become foggy and wander off,
things disappear. 
So maybe that’s what happened 
when I was underwater searching:
it disappeared with the mush 
and both were gone by the time I got out of the lake. 
My beloved voice, slug-creature
—holdable keepable containable–
was gone.  The body, severed from it,
kept mute.

VI. Each death repeats the death of the primordial man

The second time I killed 
I didn’t realize it was you until much later.

A fly slipped between the fuses of my skull
like birds nesting in the straw of an archery target.

The false-feathered arrows grew real wings
shed their wood like criminals loosed from crucifixes.

Once upon a time, you sprang fully formed 
from your own head into a strange woman’s womb.

I killed again and again, a child pulling wings from dragonflies
digging each burrowed tick out of her abdomen.

VII. Let your fierce flame burn him

—I skeleton the closet and
each man I find is a feather in a wing of razors—

—I’m love in a barbed-wire blindfold,
a black hole, pulling meat from bone like taffy—
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—I’m a lighthouse’s ghost siren 
fish-hooked and storm-dragged 
each sea wave’s suicide arms raised and thrown on blades of rusty rock—

—I grow spikes on my shoulders
hundreds of sharp edges tickle through my skin 
pufferfish thorns of bone protruding from each scapula—

—I’m avenging angel, stones and the stoning,
and when I see you in hell, I’ll make you talk.
I’ll rip the bark—the skin—off your tree—

Poet’s note: each section title comes from the Rig Veda.
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You can tell grandma’s on a diet because she switches from beer to whiskey.
 In late afternoon, the lake behind her house is the same color and tempera-
ture as the liquid in her tumbler. It’s perfect for swimming, but my brother and 
I are in the basement, watching the scrambled channels on the cable. In bursts 
of colored static, every twisting shape and sound reminds us of naked flesh.
 She walks down stairs silent as a guardian angel. I see her but then it’s too 
late. Anthony doesn’t hear till she has him by the hair. His hand is pressed 
down the front of his pants.
 Grandma wears a belt just so she can take it off at times like this.
 She’s doesn’t whip us because “We are turning our sacred temples into 
Devil’s playgrounds,” even though Grandma would say “Amen!” after the 
preacher told us that. She whips us so we’ll remember.
 Because it’s summer Grandma naps on the living room couch. When she 
looks dead asleep, we toe past her to the kitchen where we stuff our mouths 
with marshmallow. Then we’re almost clear, back to basement and television 
and freedom when she rises like a sea serpent and grabs us tickling under 
our shoulders. We scream in fear and delight and the dry sugar lumps in our 
mouths nearly choke us.
 We don’t visit again until almost Christmas. The TV’s unplugged, but 
there are geese in the nearly-frozen lake. The flock swims circles, trying to 
keep their little patch of water open. Bemittened in the back yard, we watch 
Grandma blow off a gander’s head with her shotgun.
 She bakes the corpse, but not all the feathers come off, and the smoke that 
fills the kitchen smells like burning hair. 
 Mom won’t let us eat any of the goose. She says Grandma poisoned the 
lake back when a duckweed bloom choked the surface. She says agricultural 
runoff and pesticide concentration and leukemia sclerosis.
 Grandma cuts up the liver, and sneaks a little onto Anthony’s plate when 
mom’s not looking. I kick Anthony under the table. He eats it fast, and grand-
ma smiles all teeth.
 The geese are stupid. They keep on coming back.
 We don’t see Grandma again until the viewing. It’s the day of my twelfth 
birthday. We pick up my cake on the way there and in the back seat Anthony 
and I eat it by the handful. In a purple, drowsy room we wait in line to take 
turns walking past her, silent like she’s still watching us. Dad is there and he 
cries, and mom is there and she tries to. Uncles take a moment and stiffen their 
spines. Aunts wipe tears from single eyes then look away.
 When my turn comes, I don’t take my eye off the body. Not for a second.

AT GRANDMA’S HOUSE 
by Natty Forsythe
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The route’s the same – along Atlantic from South Station
to North – but the elevated highway
that cut through the city like a gangrenous wound
is gone, so too the traces of almost

twenty years of construction it took
to pull the rusting hulk underground.
Though I could drive the surface roads blind,
the map my mind fixed is dated.

There are new lights, new on-ramps, new off-ramps,
new lanes for new turns. Though first dates
were dinners in the North End,
late-night walks along the harbor,

there are new hotels, new offices,
new shadows they cast on a park that’s sprouted
where the highway was. Views are coveted,
perspective craved, what water grants us:

open vistas, arched skies, a glimpse of horizon,
a hint of other islands. Elsewhere, one can see
just so far. On a bright Saturday afternoon
the line for the Aquarium stretches to the avenue.

I could walk like a penguin, my nose too
crawled like a snail on the glass of the great tank
around which the long ramp winds itself.
Of course, water bends light. You can snap

a pencil in half by dropping it in a glass
and the fronds of sea grass that swayed
in the imperceptible currents at the bottom of the tank

#4 - SIGHTLINES  
by Liam Day
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weren’t where I perceived them to be.

But neither is anything else. Math and science
tell me I can measure distance by the parallax,
the difference in an object’s position
along two lines of sight, say my right and left eyes as,

staring at the city out a window a kid scratched
his initials in, I close first one and then the other.
The difference grows the closer we get.
So, while I admire the Escher-like way the skyline

ascends, building on building,
from 19th century cornices to antennas
atop 21st century towers, the city isn’t
where I want it to be. I can

reach out and touch it, bump my nose
on its glass. Like the pale blue cichlid that,
from an oblique angle, looks like two,
swimming around and through the decorative,

donut-shaped rocks we set in a 20-gallon
freshwater tank we bought when we moved
into the condo, I guess we all
swim in circles, lead bounded lives.
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I don’t shake, I detonate. See
I can pile up words like casings
in a bullet factory. See I can 
twist your ear with a swish
of jawbone. A cotillion of lashing.
An affront of debutantes. I don’t
give a fuck, I keep them all for myself.
I break it smooth: the force is strong
in others, the mysteries beat firm in
the breasts of any John, but Tenderheels
I will workmanlike my way into your
softest tissues, will pound the raw meat
of your feet into crunked trochees, shatter
this tartare tertiary terroir until it speaks 
in the voice of all joyous aberrants! Bbrrrrap!
goes the bee-loud glade!  Bbrrrrap! goes the
drumbomb in your heartspace! strongarm
the yellowpages if you want that fancy stacking,
ringing brash in the long dark. pray only
so your knees get hard enough to get down. 
write only so the pens get stabbier – see 
the bloodshed we dream with graph paper!
Bbrrrrap! I detonate! Bbrrrrap! I ink burst!
Keep your eyes where my hands can see!

BBRRRRAP! (THE FORCE IS STRONG IN OTHERS)
by Jon Papas
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The parade goes down Tonawanda Street: to the T, 
to school, to work. Last night watching the skinny 
twitching man opposite me on the T, long gray hair 
twisted and piled around his head, fumbling beneath 
his loose overcoat, getting out coins, pennies, staring 
at me. After JFK we’re the only people in the car, I 
know he’s going to get out with me at Fields Corner 
and he does, hurries past me on the ramp downhill. 
I start to wonder what I look like to him, a black man: 
old white woman, huddled in her winter coat, afraid to 
meet his eyes, scared he’s going to leap up, attack her. 
This inner world I invent for him is all mine. 

  ***

Yesterday afternoon a package from a friend: three jars 
of jam, strawberry, raspberry, sour cherry. A summer 
hobby, his card says. They’re packed in a sturdy shoebox, 
wrapped in heavy brown paper, tied with string, taped.
The boxing, packing speak the same language of old-
fashioned endeavor as the canning, the jam. In his 
email about the gift, my friend wonders whether, if he 
ever makes peace with death, he’ll stop preserving, let 
the fruit of an entire summer go without saving any. 
I email back that when someone asks me what the 
hardest part of non-attachment is, I say I don’t know 
but I’m practicing it on the garden I had to leave.

  ***

WORLDS 
by Sandra Kohler
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Am I a different person in this new garden, city?
How will I write of its autumn afternoons, walking
the dog, its skies more volatile, delicate, luminous 
than Pennsylvania’s, its burning foliage’s gold and 
scarlet tongues, the winy daylight not fading but 
turning down like a flame? The litter, detritus, 
excrement, shards of broken glass, trash strewn 
like leaves over sidewalks, streets? The glances, 
encounters, signs of hope, faces closed or receptive, 
hostile or curious or warm; the bleak stretches of 
Waldeck, Park, Alpha Streets; on Melville Avenue, 
elegant old houses decaying, their gardens prolific.

  ***

Last night I dream I’m walking home from the T
when a child runs up, says my husband needs me. 
I rush home, find he’s on the floor of an empty room, 
picking up dog feces with a device he says is magic. 
My dreams these days are inhabited by strangers,
by skies and dogs, fear and comfort. The comfort 
of three jars of jam. Fear of my death, my husband’s, 
future illnesses, failings. Of living where a shooting, 
a mugging is possible, riding the T, walking. These 
fears are a shadow, the thin rim of another world, 
border I reach: I touch the glass of that mirrored 
universe, walk through, feeling the sharp cold edge.
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Me talking 
collides with  me talking
that’s multiverse

    no, that’s echo 
    no, that’s a happening

nothing is happening

someday we will all lose our way 
    map   the way
    map   loss 
    map   someday

that’s collaboration
that’s participation

we’re pioneers!
we’re innovators!

map  my bedroom
map  my sleep

no, that’s a dream
no,  that’s someone breathing

I.M.A.G.I.N.E. 
by Audrey Mardavich
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The following self-portraits were created by Dorchester teens 
under guidance from DOT Art. The young artists then wrote 

about their creative processes and what the experience of making 
art means to them.
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“Just because we have hard times does not mean we cannot be 
successful. In this world we can all make a change.”

Carolyn Ubiera, age 15
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“The action I am showing is myself being happy, and dancing to the 
music. [Doing art] makes me feel enthusiastic and confident ... I would 

like the world to see me as a good leader.”

Troy Thompson, age 16
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“Understanding nature, people get to experience the beauty of the 
world. In my portrait I am just in a regular pose walking through the 

park…the vivid colors [show] night, day, fall, summer and also winter.”

Simone V. Pazos-Joseph, age 18
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“My painting really is bits and pieces of my mind painted on 
paper … Art makes me feel complete.”

David Baptista, age 15
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DANGEROUS LOVE  
Excerpted from a story by Alexandra Sladky

On their first night together, Ava thought, here was something different. 
Charlton was tall and lanky, his height accented by his slenderness. She sat on 
a bar stool pushed up against the counter so that her ribs nearly touched and 
he stood behind her, holding on to the back of the chair so she felt the slight 
pressure of his stomach and chest against her arm. The stool shifted every time 
he moved, lifted his foot to one of the rungs, and she felt herself teeter, on the 
edge. To catch the bartender’s attention, he raised his hand and it seemed to 
Ava that he must be that far above everyone else for the bartender to be able to 
see Charlton over the crowd. She watched his hands, when they rested on the 
counter, they were rough and callused, his arms all lean muscle. She found later 
that she could wrap her whole hand around his wrist. 
 “You want another one?” He asked, after he had already ordered for her. 
He leaned down and spoke into her ear and she felt a droplet of spit on her ear 
lobe. His loose, blue t-shirt shifted and hung free from his slender torso. Even 
in the smokey dark of the bar, she saw some of the paint stains on his khakis. 
It surprised her that he was not also in the seemingly obligatory polo shirt and 
boat shoes, and that held her attention. 
 “Yes.” She nodded.
 “It’s early. We’re only just getting started.”
 She looked down at the splintered and dented bar counter and and won-
dered if that was supposed to impress her. She wanted badly to be impressed, 
and slurped the rest of her drink up through the straw when the bartender 
brought the fresh round. Charlton touched her shoulder and heat spread there 
on her skin and she smiled. 
 During their quiet moments, Charlton stared up at the big screen TV, 
checking the score on the USC game, watching a play here and there until he 
thought of something to say, or her chair shifted enough that the uneven legs 
rocked back and forth. 
 “You got a car?” He asked.
 “Not here.”
 “You got a ride wherever you need to go?” He took a long sip of his beer.
 “Are you offering one?”
 “Only if you want it.”
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 “I don’t have any other way home. And I don’t want to walk ten miles in 
the dark.”
 “Ten miles would take you all night.”
 Ava shifted in her chair, scanned the crowd, looking for Anna Grace, her 
best friend and co-worker, who she had come to the bar with after they had 
clocked out and changed from their sweaty and damp kitchen uniforms. Anna 
Grace had driven, and would have given Ava a ride home, always did since she 
didn’t usually take people home at the end of the night. The barroom air was 
heavy with smoke, hazy. She could barely see the people sitting in booths over 
the standing crowd, cocking their heads back to exhale cigarette smoke up at 
the ceiling. She couldn’t see Anna’s blonde ponytail, or hear her laugh above 
everyone else’s. Anyway, Ava thought, Anna Grace would understand, and she 
wouldn’t worry. At a certain point, they had to do what they wanted to do.
 Ava still wasn’t sure, really one hundred percent certain, that Charlton was 
what she wanted, but he bought her one more drink and stuck to only the one 
beer. Ava counted it as the second one he’d had with her and tried to remem-
ber if he’d had more, maybe one when he’d first walked over to her, but she 
couldn’t set her mind right just then. Surely he’d had more, maybe shots with 
his friends. Hadn’t he come with someone? To her, two beers, even three really, 
was as good as sober. 
 To get into his truck, Ava had to swing her leg up high and her skirt 
slipped up revealing her pale thigh. The ride was quiet, except for the rumbling 
of the truck’s muffler, the crackling classical music that played quietly over the 
radio, and she recognized the public radio station on the dial. 
 “Not much else is good on the radio at this time of night,” Charlton turned 
to her, and she detected a hint of apology, or excuse for his choice. 
 She smiled and directed him to her house with simple directions. “You’re 
going to take a right at the light up here,” she said. When he paused for an 
extra moment at the stop signs, she said, “You can go straight through here.” 
He was careful, and when she glanced at him, he stared straight out at the road, 
without hardly looking at her. She wondered if he was nervous. Halfway home, 
Ava looked at her reflection in the car window. She saw a greasy, sweaty shine 
on her cheeks, partly from the bar, partly from a full day at work, doing dishes 
in the kitchen at the nursing home. She scraped at the corner of her mouth 
with her pinky finger, trying to remove some smudge. 
 In the driveway, she asked him to walk her to the door, and he left the car 
running to suggest he had somewhere to be; he couldn’t come in. She hoped it 
was a gesture out of habit, and that he was trying not to impose or to assume 
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that he was invited in.  She thought to herself, wasn’t that nice, someone who 
wasn’t pushing her for more, and she found herself inviting him in anyway. 
First, just until she got the lights on. Then, in her nearly intoxicated state, she 
explained that her parents were away for the weekend. 
 “You can stay if you want.”
 “Is that what you want?”
 The light in the foyer was bright and Ava squinted as she looked up into 
his eyes. Uncertain of what she was looking for, she knew that she liked the way 
that his hand had felt on her shoulder and she nodded. He stepped inside the 
front door and slipped off his shoes, his gesture of agreement. 
 “Shouldn’t you turn the truck off?”
 They stood on the front steps and looked at the truck, rumbling softly in 
the driveway, the only thing besides the crickets that made any kind of noise 
along the street – it was close to one in the morning. Charlton walked slowly 
back out, barefoot, down the uneven stone walkway, and turned it off. The 
night seemed impossibly quiet then.
 They walked through the house quietly, as though they might wake some-
one. Ava turned every few steps to see him bent down to look at a picture here 
or there. 
 She said, “Are you coming?”
 “Is this you?” 
 She glanced at the picture he pointed at, one of her high school graduation 
pictures. “That’s me. I don’t look all that different, do I?”
 He glanced from her to the picture and back again. He shook his head. 
In her bedroom, she turned the light on, embarrassed that she had not thought 
to clean up – her clothes were strewn across the floor and her schoolbooks lay 
open on the unmade bed. They sat together on the bed since there was nowhere 
else to sit in her room, their legs dangling off the edge as if into water, and 
kissed. It was a desperate coming together that she felt all the way down to her 
toes, tingling and numbing, and at the same time detached. She still felt the 
alcohol, which made her dizzy, and tried to push harder against him, tried to 
fill herself up with him. Her fingers pawed at his neck; his palm rested on her 
kneecap. 
 Almost as quickly as it started, he placed both hands firmly on her shoul-
ders and pushed, as if he might be able to lift her completely off the bed, place 
her somewhere else away from him. He said, “That’s enough for now. Let’s not 
get too carried away.”
 He looked at her for a long moment, and she lay back onto the bed, sigh-
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ing loudly, releasing some pressure from between her lungs. She wondered if 
he would say anything else, he lay down beside her, propped on his side so his 
chest was up against her arm and shoulder, she could feel his sternum. Her 
hands rested in a cross over her chest like she was refusing communion in 
church.

*
After dinner, they did the dishes, she washed and he dried, and then he brought 
down a bottle of whiskey from the cabinet over the stove. He poured two glass-
es, straight over ice and they listened to the crack and pop of the ice cubes as 
the warm liquid ran. Ava cut slivers of lemon and dropped them in. He drank 
slowly, like he might be drinking Coke, and Ava took small gulps, holding her 
breath, trying not to taste the straight liquor, but feeling the burn anyway.
 Charlton looked at Ava and shifted his glass back and forth so that the ice 
cubes clinked. “Fisher is out for the night.” Fisher was Charlton’s friend. “He 
said we could use his room.”
 Ava smiled and thought about how much like high school it felt, using 
someone else’s room. She followed him down the hallway, which was dark be-
cause of a burnt out light bulb. He’d finished his first whiskey by the time they 
sat on the floor, leaned their backs up against the bed, the mattress and box 
spring had no frame but stood on the floor. 
 He looked at her glass and said, “You gotta keep up.”
 She said, “Go at a pace I can keep up with.”
 It didn’t take long for them to pick up where they usually left off. Kissing 
him felt good. Ava liked feeling enveloped by someone, although at times their 
bodies seemed to not quite fit together, their hip bones bumping, one arm that 
Ava didn’t know what to do with when she lay on her side. After a little while, it 
didn’t seem like kissing was going to be enough. Somehow they moved so that 
they were lying down, facing the other direction, close to the dresser, which 
was heavy and solid oak. 
 Charlton had managed to get her t-shirt up over her head, unclasped her 
bra with surprising skillfulness and unbuttoned her jean shorts. She got his 
shirt off, but hadn’t gotten farther than that. He asked, “Do you want to?”
 Ava thought about it for a split second, and nodded, “Yes.”
 He stayed on top of her, reaching his arm up to the top of the dresser, 
searching blindly, reaching around unsteadily, for a condom. His eyes were on 
Ava, but not really looking at her, maybe past her, he was concentrating. She 
bit her lip. His weight got heavier as he tried to shift, as his muscles tensed, and 
her whole left side felt crushed against the wood floor. He said, “Aha,” like he 
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found something, and kissed her hard on the nose. There was a scraping, drag-
ging sound – stone across wood – as his wrist caught on the edge of the granite 
chess board, which Fisher kept on top of the dresser for decoration.
 The pieces rained down on her, on her head and shoulders and breasts, 
cold stone, and instead of his soft hand on her face, the chessboard hit her 
mouth. In a moment, she felt damp liquid from her mouth and she sat up 
spitting blood out onto the floor. He was screaming things like, “Jesus Fuck-
ing Christ,” and “Are you alright?” and “We’ve got to get you to the fucking 
hospital.”
 She held a hand against her mouth, touched the spot gingerly, and real-
ized that there was a gap in her teeth. She looked around on the floor until she 
found her two front teeth right in the middle of the blood she’d just spit out. 
She grabbed them, they were practically weightless, and held on to them like 
rare jewels. Charlton was pulling her by the elbow, trying to lift her up and 
pull his shoes on at the same time. He pulled her t-shirt on roughly, scratching 
her nose, and grabbed a clean pair of socks from one of the drawers and shoved 
them at her. She was supposed to use them for her mouth. She tried to ask for 
a towel, but he said, “Don’t worry about it, just use those, they’re clean.”
 In his truck, Charlton held her hand. They waited in the emergency room, 
sitting on slippery plastic chairs, and he stroked her cheek, kept an arm around 
her like she was his and she settled close so that her shoulder was beneath his. 
Ava didn’t want to talk, and she kept the socks clamped down in her mouth. 
She thought about how he probably shouldn’t have driven to the hospital, how 
they’d had enough to drink. She knew that sometimes there were things that 
could sober you up right away, and thought maybe that maybe this was it for 
him. She felt him shaking a little, and she tried to tell him to find some water, 
but he shook his head and looked deep in her eyes with his dark steady ones, 
and said, “I’m not leaving you here alone.”
 When a nurse finally called her back to a room, she inspected Ava’s mouth, 
keeping a thin, gloved hand on Ava’s jaw, moving her head up and down to 
see from different angles. Ava looked up into the light and realized she had a 
headache, a slow throbbing one. She showed the nurse her teeth but she shook 
her head and gave Ava the names of dentists and orthodontists. “We can’t do 
anything about that here,” she said. 
 Ava left still holding the teeth in her palm, dried blood around her knuck-
les, afraid that if she set them down somewhere she might forget them, al-
though what good they would do her anymore she didn’t know. In the waiting 
room, Charlton sat with his head leaned back against the wall, his eyes closed. 
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She sat next to him, holding her hands between her thighs, afraid to touch 
him. He turned his head back and forth against the wall. Ava put her hand on 
his shoulder, but he got up and walked to the counter and paid for the whole 
visit in cash. 
 They held hands walking out of the sliding doors and he said, “Well, did 
they put the teeth back in?”
 “No. I have to go to the dentist for that. Probably get false ones.” She 
thought of her yearbook picture from second grade, the missing teeth, and how 
she’d smiled proudly for the camera. 
 He looked at her for a long moment, stopped in the middle of the parking 
deck like it was the saddest thing he’d ever heard. 
 He said, “I’ll pay for it.”
 She thought – here was someone really willing to step up. She wondered if 
he would ever stop surprising her. “It could be hundreds of dollars.”
 “But they’re your teeth. That’s pretty fucking important. You can’t just go 
around without two front teeth.”
 Ava thought about the people, the clients, at the nursing home who no 
longer had teeth, or were missing teeth. People she knew around town, trailer 
trash with under bites and gaps in their gums from not taking care of their 
teeth – the kinds of people she didn’t want to be associated with. She didn’t 
want to be another sad story. She imagined the way that other people would 
talk – they always said that someone had so much going for her, then rolled 
their eyes and shook their heads, feeling sorry for those people who couldn’t 
help themselves. If Charlton ended up buying a trailer she’d live there with 
him. While she wouldn’t be trailer trash, she couldn’t look like trailer trash. 
People would wonder, not only why she didn’t have any teeth, but why she 
didn’t try to do better for herself.
 He said, “How can I fuck everything up so badly?”
 She struggled to shift the pillows so that her head was tilted up. “I don’t 
think you fucked everything up.”
 “I guess you’ll have to decide whether or not you want to see me anymore.” 
He loosened his arm around her, but did not move it off of her body. 
 “Why wouldn’t I want to see you?”
 “I knocked your teeth out. I can think of a few people who would say that 
was a good enough reason not to see me anymore.”
 “You didn’t mean to. It was an accident.”
 “It was an accident.” He brushed the side of her cheek with his thumb and 
first finger. “Accidents happen.”
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Lights red and white descend
a depression then rise

and disappear over the next hill.
But when I reach its apex
 
there’s another just like it.
I think it might go on like this, sisyphean
 
till the gas runs out.
Crosses sprout up
 
every hundred yards like weeds. 
Three huddle together,
 
one fallen sideways
by the exit to Crab Orchard. 
 
Funny how a name shapes a place in the mind:
as a child, I’d shudder at Golgotha,
 
place of the skull. In Latin it’s Calvary,
which I imagined as a hillside
 
covered with horses. I pass more crosses,
reminders that life persists
 
to cover over. Even after
the last deluge, the fish will live on
 
to tend our skyscrapers. 

ROUTE 40 TO CROSSVILLE 
by Kurt Klopmeier 
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Gozo sintiendo arder mi cuerpo tenso
como vital incendio, retenido.
Así mi ser proyectase atrevido
en viva radiación hacia lo inmenso.

Así que cuando siento o cuando pienso
vibro como un cordaje sacudido
que da su nota. Yo voy hacia el olvido,
del Tiempo en la honda azul desde el comienzo

de mi “samsara”, -kármico abolengo-
para recomenzar. De lejos vengo
y hacia la luz iré de un nuevo día.

Viajaré, hermano, en la eternal corriente,
y volveré otra vez ¡ay! todavía,
a esta cárcel, a este antro, nuevamente.

SAMSARA 
by Alfredo Alegría  
translated by Aaron Devine
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Feeling my tense body burn, I rejoice
at this vital fire held inside.
My being launches itself toward the infinite:
Daring, radiant, and alive.

Thus when I feel or when I think,
I vibrate like a struck chord resounding.
I go toward the forgetting,
toward Time’s blue depth in the beginning

of my samsara – karmic descent – 
to begin again. I’ve come so far
and toward a new day’s light I’ll go.

I’ll travel, brother, in the eternal current,
And I’ll return – O, to feel
This prison, this body, yet again!

Translator’s Note: Alfredo Alegría (1899-1974) was a Nicaraguan poet whose 
work I began translating while living in his adoptive hometown of Jinotega.
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she touched me / she touched me / she keeps screaming / over and over / she 
touched me / she’s touching me / as if that touch / that accidental touch / 
by the passenger next to her / unleashed a well / of such deep torment / an 
explosion of fear / like a car bomb / the day around us / flashing past the bus 
windows / so bright / quiet / the buildings / silently standing / everything a 
picture / then / exploding / she touched me / she touched me / get off of me 
/ she is crying / the homeless woman / with the small body is crying / from a 
deep place / her cries / pierce everything / every window / every seat / every 
person / we are all watching / this bus is crowded / and we are watching / 
the man with the glasses / the bus driver / is watching / we are all watching 
/ everyone on this bus is watching / this woman / with the small body / and 
wild black hair / her body is convulsing / she is swinging her arms / tearing at 
her hair / her hands / like small claws / she rages / her shrieks / uncontrolled / 
two people / are trying  / to restrain her / she touched me / she touched / me 
/ she / touched / me / everything / is slowing down / her cries / are slowing 
down / we / are slowing down / we are stopping / the bus is stopping /  she 
is limp / they are carrying her / she is getting off / her body is crumpled / she 
has nothing left inside her she is whimpering / the small woman with the 
limp body is whimpering / we are all looking / at her whimper / we all know 
/ there is nothing we can do / be free of suffering / we tell ourselves / to the 
small woman / with the limp body / be free of suffering / be free from your 
body / be free from your torment / you are outside / the day is warm and 
you are free / be free of suffering / we tell ourselves over and over / the bus is 
moving / no one is paying attention / the bus is moving / we are driving away 
/ the woman is gone / we are driving away from what happened / and forget-
ting / this whole bus is forgetting / the bus is driving / and we are forgetting

MEDITATION IN THE MIDDLE OF A MELTDOWN 
by Mitch Manning
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The girl finds the corpse of a bird. She doesn’t move it but watches the insects 
take its eyes away, then feathers, and meat. The insects let bones winter over. 
Leaves fall and then snow. The girl has stopped going to bed. She builds a fort 
to catch the spring wind. Opens the window, waits. Instead, she watches the 
old apple that bears no fruit bloom.  She has stopped touching her body. She 
can feel the bones and wants to take them out. She cannot find the bones, 
and imagines the bird skeleton flying south. This isn’t real, she says, and 
misses the time before she knew to tether her mind, and narrow her eyes. She 
closes them and finds a woman holding the head of another girl, cradling it 
in the crook of an elbow and the foxes have gathered around her stockinged 
legs, their tails like muffs. With open eyes, in this world years later, the girl 
sees a squirrel eating a bird, and wonders where that woman is, still holding 
the severed head of that other girl.

NIGHTMARES I’VE HAD WITHOUT SLEEPING 
by Andra Hibbert
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I was 3 weeks late before I saw my sister.
We sat on her back porch and talked about Europe.
About hanging carcasses in France’s butcher
shops, and how she became a vegetarian.

I scheduled an appointment as her 2 year old chased
bubbles. My sister pursed her lips as he laughed
at rainbows. Every few moments he’d fall
silent, startled when they popped.
  ~

The 5 o’clock news reported a shooting.
Across town the victim’s mother received a call
at 12:08am. At 2:17 she found the hospital,
and her son, stabbed once between his ribs.

She later wrote the station an angry letter.
For airing faulty facts.
For disclosing his name.
For knowing of his death before she did.
  ~

Before I left, I wrapped my hair
in the handkerchief my grandmother calls
a babushka.  She has a habit of speaking to me
of a Poland I’m supposed to remember.

She carries a stone from Dachau in her pocket
and never throws anything away.
Her counters are covered with Wendy’s cups
and bank calendars she keeps, “just in case.”
  ~

In a Tampa Walgreens a man spit
at a blushing pharmacist. His face

A NON-SEQUITUR FOR DARWIN 
by Danielle Fontaine
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contorted as his tongue punctured
each syllable. Customers averted their eyes.

He was told there was nothing to be
done. His threats wouldn’t change
his mother’s insurance plan. He left
the paper bag on the counter, and walked away.
  ~

In the waiting room I fidgeted in a blue plastic chair.
I picked up a copy of National Wildlife,
flipped through its pages, and paused
at a photo of a Glass Squid.

It claimed a sexually mature female carries
7 thousand eggs. The image reflected
only major organs and a thin outline;
through her hollow body, a black ocean.
  ~

In southern India a man hums through
fish scale lips. Over 3 thousand villagers live
within his colony. Over 28 hundred are infected.
His daughter is not one of them.

He cooks her breakfast before she leaves,
shuffles kettles around the stove top,
works around stubs. If asked
about her father, his daughter is silent.
  ~

Carrying a stolen magazine, I join you
on the bench. Studying my feet you
reach over. We sit like that
a while, hand in pale hand.

We watch toddlers play
in a sandbox. A girl runs
up to us and drops
a clear blue pebble in my hand.
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cars have outpaced the horses but we still hear their dull stumblings some-
times, a snort just after we turn the key.  It’s difficult to tell the long ago real 
people from those they imagined for us and what color were their houses, 
could we visit them if we swam far enough?  The planes are large enough, 
in real life, that we can step aboard without shrinking—domino suitcases, 
toothbrushes the size of rice grains—but what about the figures in the 
windows of tall buildings waving their pale doll hands?  And the animals in 
the Museum?  Poised to take a drink of water from a painted stream, pawing 
the base of a concrete rock, pieces of marsh grass decades in their beaks, the 
moose with a button in front of her case that we can press to know her scent, 
the grey wolf lowering her head to sniff the smoky blur of her half-blind pups 
lifting fine-needled paws toward her dim light. 

IN REAL LIFE, 
by Anna Ross 
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 (italics adapted from Vogue, November 2011)

Anne Hathaway confesses: “I’ve never 
seen a Kelly or a Birkin in person—
and at my age, it’s about time.”

 “Anne,” says the photographer, “less talking—more beauty.”

A thick mane of hair, Bambi eyes, years
of playing Cinderellas; so far she’s evaded
ten-thousand-dollar luxury bags—

 At 27 going on 28, poised between girldom and full-fledged womanhood.

an important rite of passage for any Olympic
princess. So she steps into Hermès:
Australian crocodile, buffalo from Pakistan, 

 “It’s Heaven,” Hathaway oohs and aahs with appropriate reverence.       

shark from Thailand, oxen, ostrich.
Dyed teal, citrine, taupe. A bag in 
each hand, she steps in front of a mirror.

 Photographer: “Just like that, just like that. Oh, darling, you’re perfect.”

Anne Hathaway knows her place. Cocktail
waitress to the gods. The one who bathes
Ares after battles. Future prize of some Heracles.

 “The Birkin would suit me more.  Gorgeous as the Kelly is, I think it’s some  
 thing you mature into.”

HEBE GOES SHOPPING 
by Molly McGuire
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When she grows up she wants to start a rock
band and finish college; she wants to be personal
assistant and chariot girl to Tilda Swinton, who 

 (like Cate Blanchett, Meryl Streep, Emma Thompson)
is one of her Heras. Hathaway’s not iconic 
for her goddess status, but because she feels
like a girl you actually know, a friend’s kid sister.

“What I’m hoping happens as you get older is that there’s a mellowing, an accep-
tance that comes with time.”

“You’re young,” says the Hermès salesman.
“I am.”
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Amazon, after recognizing that more people write than read, added a feature 
that recommends titles for your poems. I submitted my Untitled Manuscript 
in Two Parts.

I.

Rad’s Introductory Works  3
Rad’s Romantic Specifications.  5
Rad’s Accessible Jungle  6
Rad’s Hardened Sitter  7
Rad’s Rowdy Chambers  11
Rad’s Deepest Amusement 13
Rad’s Continual Gratifications 14
Rad’s Profitable Load  18
Rad’s Flimsy Clock   21
Rad’s Mushy Attachment  25
Rad’s Regrettable Emergencies 26
Rad’s Glowing Apology  28
 
II.
 
Rad’s Computerized Mementos 33
Rad’s Heightened Reshuffling 34
Rad’s Plausible Collage  37
Rad’s Gubernatorial Tenure 39
Rad’s Subjective Hoard  40
Rad’s Practiced Dependencies 41
Rad’s Demographic Effort  50
Rad’s Standardized Return  52
Rad’s Obvious Vanilla  56
Rad’s Overcrowded Shutdown 57
Rad’s Indistinguishable Hum 58

POSSIBLE BOOK TITLES 
by Rad Thie
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When I heard the neighbor’s children howling
and shrieking like a pack of monster cubs,
I stood at the window to watch their play
hoping they’d spy me there and invite me

to join the club. Shame-faced after a bit,
pinched by nostalgia, I drew away: O
candystuff kidhood gone, O loss, O time.
I thought about being ten, hanging out

with some of the neighborhood guys, lurking
in cellars or under porches like cons
on the lam. We’d hot-box Marlboro Reds
and take turns looking at the smut we’d swiped

from our dads or stepdads. We’d pore over
the damp-buckled pages, pausing in our
usual bullshitting to scrutinize
the expressions of false desire worn

by the women in many of the shoots,
the hair where their animal parts were shown;
the brutish men; the ads offering what
we each I think felt want for even then.

OOGEDY-BOOGEDY-RAWR 
by Zachary Bos
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Zachary Bos studied poetry at Boston University with Robert Pinsky and 
Louise Glück. He now coordinates the publishing operations of The Pen 
& Anvil Press, and lives in Lunenburg, Mass., in a house on the edge of a 
swamp, with his girlfriend (who also works with the Press) and a cat and a 
dog (who do not, alas, pull their own weight).

Liam Day is a graduate of Harvard College. He has, at different times in his 
life, been a public relations professional, youth worker, professional basketball 
player, teacher, assistant principal, political campaign manager, and non-prof-
it leader. He lives in Dorchester with his wife Nicole.

Aaron Devine is the Writer in Residence at Children’s Hospital Boston. He 
lives in Savin Hill and studies fiction in the UMass Boston MFA program.

Danielle Fontaine is currently an MFA student at UMass Boston. She has 
read her poetry in the Boston area and has had her work published in various 
literary magazines.

Natty Forsythe writes fiction about filibusters, tidal bores, space dust, and, 
occasionally, the incomprehensible lives of human beings. He is a second year 
MFA student at UMass Boston.

Andra Hibbert is a queer writer graduated in 2012 with an MFA in fiction 
at UMass Boston. She grew up in northern Vermont and attended Williams 
College.

Kurt Klopmeier is an MFA candidate at UMass Boston living in Dorches-
ter, where he is busy writing, reading, tutoring, and teaching.

The poet Sandra Kohler moved to Dorchester from Pennsylvania six years 
ago, and intends to stay. Her third book of poems, Improbable Music, came 
out from Word Press in 2011.

Karen Locascio is an MFA candidate in poetry at UMass Boston. A 
long time Bostonian but New Jersey native, she’s found a natural home in 
Dorchester upstairs from a pizza place.

CONTRIBUTORS
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Mitch Manning studies poetry at UMass Boston where he works as an 
organizer for the Graduate Employee Union and a writing tutor. He lives in 
Clam Point.

Audrey Mardavich lives in Clam Point, Dorchester. She is a poet and some-
times-blogger on feminist art and literature, rock and roll and reproductive 
rights. She works at the Public Radio Exchange (PRX) in Cambridge, MA.

Molly McGuire grew up in various Midwestern states. She will receive her 
MFA in Creative Writing from UMass-Boston in June 2012.

U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo is a Boston Based Zimbabwean-American Artist 
who has a passion for using words to inspire, elevate and agitate into right 
action. Poet, Singer, Actress, Musician. Winner of the 1st American Idol 
Underground Competition in 2006 with performances in diverse spaces from 
universities like Harvard, to the Boston Opera House, to Horror Cafe in 
South Africa. 1st Zimbabwean artist to perform in 1st ever African Festival in 
Boston July 2010. For more info visit www.u-meleni.com.

Jon Papas is a poet living in Boston. His work has appeared in Willow 
Springs, PANK, Everyday Genius, and others.

Anna Ross’s chapbook, Hawk Weather, won the 2008 New Women’s Voices 
Prize from Finishing Line Press and the 2009 Jean Pedrick Chapbook Award 
from the New England Poetry Club.  She was awarded a 2010 poetry grant 
by the Massachusetts Cultural Council, and lives in Boston with her hus-
band, daughter, and son.

Alexandra Sladky is from Augusta, GA. She holds a BA in Latin from 
Mount Holyoke College and is pursuing her MFA in Creative Writing at the 
University of Massachusetts Boston.

Rad Thie lives in Southie. He read at the first Write on the Dot.

Willie Wideman-Pleasants is an author, poet, and the producer and host 
of her own cable show at (Boston Neighborhood Network), called “Willie’s 
Web.”  As a long time resident of Dorchester, her main goal is to use her 
books and poetry to inspire and encourage reading among all ages.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS




